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Phase diagram possibilities art discussed, for the cerium and thorium sulfide and oxy-sulfide ays tens.
Further study of ThS has shown that ThS crucibles are the highest melting and the least volatile of ths sulfide crucibles and ThS may be used for r erne It Ing of some  metals up to 2OOO*C. ThS crucibles appear to be the moot suitable containers for metal reductions.

A High Temperature-High Vacuum Apparatus •The Preparation and Use of BaS as a Refractory The Preparation of Sulfide Crucibles Ths Properties of Sulfide Refractories The Use of Sulfide Crucibles for RemeltIng and Reductions.

A list of the first twelve tulflde reports along with, their Chicago report numbers was given In CT-2290. The Chic~sw report numbers for subsequent reports are as followst

CeS which Is properly prepared can bo handled In air without danger of catching fire or appreciable oxidation. 650 satisfactory crucibles have been made to date using sulfides which wore screened and pressed In air with loss than O.5> oxygen pickup. The other cerium and thorium sulf Idas are even more inert to oxidation than Aw CoS.

Abstract
A summary of tho effect of metal, carbon, silicon, . and oxygen Impurities upon the various sulfide refractories la given and tho proper procedures for elimination of tho impurities are discussed.
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The Bffoyt of Impurities upon Sulfide 

Refractories

The group which is to take over the large scale pro- -------   - gyo^p jJM8 encountered 
Ide crucibles

CoS

Ketal Impurities. Sodium, magnetlum and calcium sulfides 
are ©resent up to several percent in CeaSs •• ordinarily pre
pared and about 0.5% calcium metal is present in cerium metal. 
When the Ce3 Is prepared by reducing CeaSs with excess Co metal 
and vaporising the oxceas Ce metal, the allcall and alkaline 
earth sulfides are reduced and the metals vaporised. After a 
2200*C. heating* the metala can not usually be detected spectro
scopically and after a 2000*0. heating, only traces of Mg and 
Ca can bo detected.

ductlon of sulfide refractories from our grow 
several difficulties In the preparation of su 
which had not caused much trouble here. Since It Is suspected 
that the difficulties are duo to impurities which were not present 
in our materials, a study of tho effect of various imnurlties has 
been made and a summary is presented in this report.

The troublesome impurities likely to be present eon bo 
divided into three groups. The least troublesome group contains 
various metal Impurities such as sodium, magnesium, and calcium 
which come mainly from the starting oxide material. Tho next 
most troublesome impurities are carbon which enters during the 
conversion of oxide to sulfide In a carbon apparatus and sili
con which enters in large part during the octal reduction.
The moot troublesome Impurity Is oxygen which may be present 
in the starting materials or introduced during various stope 
of tho preparation. To avoid confusion, tho effect of each 
type of" Impurity will be considered separately for each sulfide .

When comerelal ceriuc metal containing several percent 
Iron was used for reduction, the iron was also completely vapor
ised although the l~on rathor severely attacks tho molybdomu-. 
containers and shields. The cerlua motal which is used at pre
sent does not contain iron ark! tiie alkali and alkaline earth 
metals do not affect the no] ybdenun. The metallic impurities 
are somewhat troublesome In that they distill oct of the reduction 
container an to the walls of the vacuus apparatus. They are 
spontaneously combustible in air and special fire precautions 
given below must bo taken when the vacuum Is broken. The cerium 
□ota1 is added as a hydride and the metal Impurities start to dis
till out tav.-arrfs the end of the dehydrldlng. The nubllijates are 
much more combustible ths higher tho pressure of hydrogen during
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th* dehydrldlng. To provent explosion of the aubllmates, 
the preparation la allowed to cool over an hoar In vacuum 
and about 30 minutes in argon. Thon the tubes are removed 
while wearing goggles'and asbestos gloves and are allowed 
to stand overnight In air in a safe plaee. The slew dlf- 
Fualan of the air Into the argan slowly oxidises the com
bust lb Is ohbllisatee • However, aside from the Tire hazard , 
the metallic impurities do not eaune any difficulty as far 
as CoS io concerns! because of the complete removal during 
the preparation.

As far as is knovn at present9 the carbide impunity has 
c-nly one bad effect upon CeS. It is not vnovn rhother CeC, 
CoC<, or both are present. However CoC« hydrolyses readily in 
moist air to give off hydrocarbons. CeS Itself does not react 
eves with boiling water when pure, but CeS containing carbide 
imparity reacts with moist air to give off an acetylene odor

In addition to the motals listed above, com orc lai 
cerium exile also contains fairly large amounts of other rare 
earths. Their greatest disadvantage ia In complication of 
analyses, it is not known hew the properties of CeS are af
fected by other rare earths. 3m, Su, Tb and Yb would probably 
bo most objectionable and Nd the least objectionable.
B. Carbon and Silicon Impurities.

The CeaSs being received at present from the largo 
scale production group contain* about o.6£ free carbon by 
weight or 8 mole Percent in CeSi.g. This introduces a rather 
high mole percent of CeC a or CeC when the Cea3» is reduced 
by Co metal. During the ulgh temperature preparation, some 
of the carbon is removed by the reaction of CeS ♦ CeC w 
C3(g) ♦ 2 Ce(gl • However, this reaction doos not progress 
very far even at 22OD”C. especially as long as excess cerium 
is stlll^nressnt• At 22oo*C, the pressure in the system is * 
about 10“°nsn. due to the escape of CS gas • Thio corresponds 
to .03 moles of CS per hour and it would take a very long 
heating to remove any appreciable amount of carbon. To check 
this point more definitely, 0.7% carbon was added to CeS. 
The mixture was gradually heated to 2150eC in a vacuums con
siderable gas evolution was obtained at 18oa*c. But after it 
had ceased, not much gas was ovolvod at higher temperatures 
oven up to 2150* C where a pressure of 1O*“* was obtained. 
Prom ths pressure, the amount of sublimate, and the weight 
loss during tike heating and from the final analysis, it was 
concluded that the reaction SC ♦ Co3 s CeC« ♦ CS(g) or the 
corresponding reaction to CeC took place at 180u*C and the 
earbido formed did not reset further with CeS even at 215o"C. 
Therefore any carbon present in Ce*S3 used for a CeS prepara
tion will react with eerlum metal to form cerium carbide, which 
can not be removed by vacuum heating even at 220o*C.

I
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Of CoS.

ft

Acetylene causes proclpltatlon of Oliver acetylide 
, during the acetylene

• and, of course, to Introduce oxide Into the CoS. The carbide Impurity might also make the CoS c rue lb low more eueooptiblo to attack In use, but experiments to tost this bars not been
• performed.

The presence of carbide also Interferes with analysis_ _ _  T —. ____ ______ ___ a __ a — a. a - — — S ■ ■ ■ — am a 4 XV

i sulfur analysis^and raises the sulfur value. The liberated during the oxidation number determination would mks oxidation number appear low If the acetylene Is not dissolved. Actually because cerium carbide does not give acetylene exclusively and because the acetylene *<>•• eeem to precl pita to Oliver quantitatively and because of the rather high solubility of acetylene In water, the analyses are not In serious error with the usual magnitude of carbon Imjxirlty.
_Z2 " j very desirable to elljalnate the r Obtalnixc CsaSs which is low In carbon, CeS cruel bloc have been made here from Oefti.or 8 mol.% of carbon. However, It should prepare CoaS3 containing loss than 0.2 be pointed
present In the starting oxide material ent In the cerium metal, but usually not Silicon Is baths metal reduction due to

Silicon Is ] and also to some ex'  In high enough concentration to be serious • 1 loved to be introduced during ~z reduction of 310* by the alkaline earth metal vapors and by cerium vapor. As carried out here, the only source of silicon during the reduction Is from ths sire on crucible which la used as a shield for the molybdenum container. The silicon enters the gaseous phase as either S10 or 31. There is also the possibility of ZrO formation in the gaseous phase which may result in zirconium contamination. Ths apparatus which la being used for largo scale production elsewhere contains hot quartz which Is another source of 310 or Si vapor in addition to t?.o zircon crucible which is much. hotter than the zircon in our apparatus due to water cooling of our glass tube and the use of Ho radiation shields Inside the slrcon.
■o data can be given for the extent of contamination of the CeS by ellioon and no data are available on the effect of silicon upon the performance of the sulfide crucibles. Some experiments with cerium metal have indicated that there may be a high enough gaseous silicon concentration in the eppar*tu* to cause appreciable contamination, but the results are not definite as yet. A suitable analytical method will he we to be devised to check silicon cont amination. All that can te said is th the method used here will five rziafli less ellloop contamination since there is no qusurua was aye bus and ths zircon crucible is much cooler than in the large scale

of course, to introduce oxi do Into ths CoS.
to attack in use, but experiments to tost this have not been

Although it would be ve carbon impurity by obtaining Ce meny satisfactory C< “ containing 0.6 wt.% not be difficult to vrt.% carbon as will
8 mol.% of carbon.

out below.
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ses~*« .2pared toy the two groups.
C. Oxide Impurity.

. =a>?B
_, ^°K^A* impurity is troublesome sines oerlum oxide is

not reduced readily to a solid divalent state and the oxide 
*?*£?** .J111 bt,foaag i» • separate oxy-oulf ide jtia.se with 
an oxidation number clone to throe while the CoS phase will 

an oxidation number of two. The eutectic between CoS 
“~n* the oxysulfldo phase Is rather low molting and the pre
sence of ouch oxide In CoS will cause distortion and slump
ing of the crucibles during sintering. Also during the sin
tering, the eutectic liquid will tend to segregate on the ex— 
terior of ths crucible and the cooler portions of the crucible 

Mw.blach oxysulf Ido. This oxysulf Ide Is 
*”* portions of the crucible in contact with 

the segregated oxysulfide are brittle and tend to chip.

- A1SO P<en P°in*«a out In CT-2433, the presence
S 2**?® wakas the CoS crucibles more sus

ceptible to attack during use as containers for astel rodue- 
been P^^ormed tr determine the 

as S^Lit **>* performance of CoS crucibles
o*1*® impurity does affect the ap- 

P®*rance of^the^ crucibles. Crucibles made from the relatively 
free OeS have much smoother surfaces, are not appreciable brittle .and are easy to sinter without distortion. However. 7 

CoS crucibles with oxidation numbers ** o £
talning as anah as 8 atomic percent of oxygen have fcow 
been used satisfactorily by the consumers for remelt Ing. 
be used satisfactorily 1-------------
CeS should have leas than 4 atomic percent of oxygen* and an

vely 
iabl:

as high as 2.15 and eon- 
• apparently
—---------- Toes a metal reduction container, the 

 jan 4 atomic percent of oxygen and an oxidation number leas than 2.02.

To prevent trouble duo to oxide impurity, the starting 
Ce«®* *°* C® should bo as free of oxide aw possible and the 
various precautions given In CT-229O for the handling of the 
■mt*1 hydride MJQd •uli‘i*e should bo carried cut to prevent 

«T8®P» Fortunately, it is possible to remove 
*3™** 4sal the oxygen during the prejiarati on so thrt if 
the original materials contain sorno oxide or contamlMtlon ac- 
cldentally occurs. It Is still jxwslble to prepare pure CeS. 
Cerium aiiia* r-ud axyoulflda^ 

pressure to volatile OeO. To aocosg&Lah this, 
Co metal la added In excess of that re

quired for the reaction Co«S3 ♦ Co a 8 CeS. The excess of metal

jtia.se
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Since cerium has a vapor proc sure of almost 0.1 atmospheres at 2200*0* there is little dancer of free cerium metal remaining In the preparation. Also all a vid once to dote indicates that CeS does not have an appreciable range of solid solubility. It apparently can not dissolve either Ce metal or CesS< to any large extent. In O'?-2291, it ?iad been reported that It was believed that a range of solid solubility from CeSq^g to CoS existed* but It has been since shown that the evidence was in error due to neglect of oxide and carbide content. CeS0.938<>o.O21 an oxidation number of 1.92 is thepreparation with the lowest oxidation number which has been prepared here and it appears quite definite that the difference between 1.92 and 2.00 is due to the presence of carbon which probably does not contribute to ths oxidation number analysis as discussed above in connection with carbide impurity. All samples with oxidation numbers above 2.00 have contained an oxy-sulfide phase with oxidation number above 2 and a CeS phase Which undoubtedly* has an oxidation number of almost exactly 2.0. Microscopic analyses of CeS simples by Dr. Barle^t have indicated a high temperature solid solubility of C03&* or the oxy-sulfide phase in CeS but It was a very small solubility. Therefore on the basis of evidence to date* CeS Is a definite compound with no appreciable range of solid solubility and any samples with oxidation numb3re differing appreciably from 2.0 contain phases other than the CeS phase.

* not only reduces alkali and alkaline earth sulfides* but It will reduce trlvalent cerium oxide or oxy-eulflde to volatile CoO. The metal Impurities are removed at 800—1200*C and CoO Is first removed above 17OO*C. To obtain almost complete removal of the oxide In a short time* a heating at 2100-2200*0 io required. At this temperature practically all of the oxide Is removed as CoO and all the excess Ce mo tai is vaporised as- metal. The 4O?t excess of cerium and the 2100—2200*0 heating will give practically oxide free CeS e’en wh-n starting with C02S3 containing 10 atomic percent of oxygen per ator. of Co. With much lower preparation temperatures* the rate or reduction of oxide Is much slower and the removal of oxldo Is not cotnpl In the time required to completely vaporise the cerium metal. However, a shorter heating Is required and the preparation la meh easier if relatively oxide free materials can be used* and every attempt la made to prevent oxide contamination before the heating even though It Is possible to remove the oxygen. The proper handling of the metal hydride is the most important factor in preventing oxygen contamination.
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I ntura between 

•eo CeS and Co>3« 
•a la preeent, 
.e eutectic between

■•electing cerium polywulfldes , the pbaso diagram of 
the cerium-sulfur aysten consists of two sulfide phases* Ths 
CsS phase with Ba Cl structure has no appreciable ran^je of sol
id solubility and malts above ABOCfC and probably not over 
2500* C. The Ce>3«* cubic phase has a continuous range of solid 
solubility from CeSx.Sg to Oe&i.s* ***» melting point does not 
vary such over ths range and is between 1350 and lOdif'C. The 
eutectic between CsS and Cox&* Is at about 17S0*C« Addition of 
oxygen lowers the melting point of the Cse3< to CoaSa region 
as well as lowering the eutectic melting tom 
CsS and CeaS^• oxygen distributes itself bo’ 
with most of It in ths Coa3e> When much cur 
the CeaSe is probably converted to CsaSOa. 
CesSOs and CsS appears to melt below 1650*C.

To aid in the duplication of ths preparation of very 
pure CeS, the log of a preparation run is given. Preparation 
B—4—74-A was made by ojlxlnj SZS.2 grace of Celia with 618 
grams of 0e«3a from batch 2H. Batch 2H analysed S/Ce * 1.46 
and therefore contained an oxygen content of o/Ce ■ O-1 since 
duo to preeenco of sodium and magpesiun sulfides, an oxide free 
preparation baa an analysis of S/Ce « 1.56 ebon all tbs natal 
is counted as cerium. The heating tubes which are described 
in CT-2290 were loaded in a dry box and ths following log 
gives the pressures at various times durlxg the preparation.



5x1 cH 
1.5x1 
6x10-

9. am. 
5. am.
3. em.
0*5 of. 20x10-*ex=.
Sxl0~*”ma. 
•Blo-*am. 
1X1O“SW2. 
5xlo“S«.

• 0x10"”~ 
25x10“* 
11x10“* 

5X10-* 
5X10—

8:51 
St05 
3110 
5:50
4:30

cal and diffusion pumps
turned on.

divisions.

a 
a

Hrst eetallic sublimate on glass. 
Temperature of preparation about 7So*C. 
Diffusion pumps turned on. 
Increased heating one division 
Temperature 790*C.

54 5* C., heating Increased 
one division.
Temperature 850*0.
Temperature 39O*C.
Temperature 960*C.
Temperature 117O*C.

-

Diffusion pumps turned off. 
Converter sot at loarest heating. 
Heating increased one division.

Boating increased sev<

Increased heating 
Temperature of 1B50* C observed. Con
vertor turned off to change leads for 
high temperature heating.
Convertor on for high tempera. )seating 
Temperature of 2240®C observed. 
Converter turned off. 
Broke vacuum with argon.
Removed tubes to stand ovemlsht in 
air.
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 The oxidation
nurbor of thia preparation was discussed on the previous page. 
A sample has been sent to Dr. Barlett for microscopic analysis. 
The bottom half of the preparation had sagged as if it had par
tially Ballad or softened which had not occurred before In any 
of the prepar- tlons at lower temperatures • Usually when the 

; C*aS3 has loss oxide, the prepcratlvn is not haatec’ 
>0—22Ou*C. observed.

The details of the preparation are the sans as described 
in CT-2290 and CT-2139 except for the follcmlng details. All 
difficulties with spraying of powder during the dehydrldlng 
have been eliminated by tanping the powder around a rod which 
la palled oat when the container is fall. This leaves a nol: 
extending to the bottom which prevents hydrogen liberated at 
the bottom of the container from lifting all of the powder 
right out of the container. Two sheets of .Do® inch Ko foil 
are now used betwoer the Mo container and the slrcon crucible 
for InmiUtlnn and the number of radiation shields above the 
container have been Increased to five or si* to relse the at
tainable temperature •

Very sensitive adjustment of heating is nor obtained by 
using a coil of large variable inductance in series with the 

ng colls. Pressure above 1 ma. during 'he dehydrldlng are 
measured with a butyl phthal»te manometer. The manometer la 
provided with a stopcock on the evacuated side to allow roov- 
acuation from time to time.

Johnson has reported that their 7eS has besn very  -----—....— *—- oxy-
to a

inflasnablo and that they have bad difficulties obtaining 
ger free am terlai. They probably have not hosted the CeS 
high enough temperature to remove excess cerium and to obtain 
CeS In a nonroactlve state. Also they nay grind the CeS too 
fine. Here. the CoS is ground for four hours in a ball rail! 

------- pt.sses 32ft mosh. The coarse powder is saved 
Ing. Soft of our powder has been snnt for 
ireination. CeS prepared hare la only very

______ A sample of powder which a~alysjd CoSQ.99©Op.U’C3
pro pored had oxidiaed to CoSp.pse jq . 07 aftor standing 
for SSdaye. The powder la hnndloX and crucibles are

* ^precautions. Dr. Johnson’s diffl
or upon raising ths preparation 
- do not have to take any elaborate 
CeS wi Jch Is properly prepared can 

without danger of catching fire or approelst-o 
oxidation. le have twudo ftfeu satisfactory ev.lfids crucibles to 
date and we have screened and pressed all our JX3T*er* 1?air ,Kth imaa than bTftsaamKMft pickup. If a very oxide free CeS

The preparation analysed Cc3o.9360q.q21- 
_______ ,___ r____12__  .- “2 ‘ . »sd on the 
A sample has been sent to Dr. Barlett for sacroscopic

tlally malted or softened which had not occurred before in any 

st art In* 
over 21

excess

fine, iiero, the CeS Is ground for four tours in a ball mill 
at which tins 60^ 1 ------------- ‘ ---------------------------- -------------------
for the next grind 
particle else dote: 
alowly oxidised• 
whan first ] 
out In air 1  
pressed In air with no special 
culty will undoubtedly dlaappai 
temperaturei for we definitely 
precautions in handling CeS. 1
bo handled in tlr ’ 

le have

-

K

bo necoosuryi

-//

»

I-

desired, screening In inert a tnos pin-re 
pressing could atill bo done in air.

-

I o r4
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Motnlng

f n kM« not been treated at a high snou^- tenperature•

-/?•

# *

<•

__have to ba used,
of"the effect of silicas eontandLnatlan.

A. Motel Xururitles.
Sines Cs»S* crucibles arc being cede here by 

mixture of Co 083 and CftS Feeders and sintering, ell netallic in- 
mritiM r fyqc the CsaSx. Daring the si nlicrlng, the CoS

but noct of any calcine : 
impurities start to diet 
gaseous 
escape 
tur ee i 
readily deforced, 
not seriously c—..------------- .-----■ ---------
nay result in contamination of a rwalt« 
could be required to <_L1—1_ ~

- node here by pressing a 
- ... all netallic in- 

the sintering, the CoS

oat at Foo-iaocTC tbs escape of the 
■etale does not cause blistering as in the case of the 

, of OB noted boles slnaw the metals vaporise at tsnpsra- 
at which the sulfide is '»till very hard and ©an net be 

-. as far as is known now, these iaqairitioe do 
affect the propertieo ofCe^, but

" -__ 2_2 w . _ TT1S XXO* O» JX1X** V<«*oS
obtain Ces&e free of the no tai lie imjMxrltloe.

flero again it is the isgmrlb

1Z® OeCa ♦ L_ - -------- _________________-
Of OS gas will be given off per < 
carbon completely reacts. Since 
soft enough to bo distorted t------

ass

Co^«,but free carbon in
—-» according to the equation C02S3 ♦ Q a V5 CcaAe * J7F«ci>. st* C.b5. vZ O.SJ

’t- - - ------------- -~t?.—IT of Cos&e Ct ITOCTC If the
the crucible eatorlal becoows 

by a moderate force at the alntorlng 
of OS gae blows blisters on the ©rucl-

Trouble was experienced for a »hll« ** hydridlng of

• «>• ’22s.rT.*p-

and hydridlng proceeds very readily.
Xn eanaary, the noct inpartant factors in the 

tian of pure CoS ar. the use of CesBa 
the use — — 

OKldo can cone from the CeaSs «■* it nay caaw from Mie OsB “ - - ------- -n a --- 11 1 am Misne n F*1T*0

in OorfJ* which causes trouble.

STwom. e.rtn. Mtal, «a • hltf> pr.pM.tloo t«^>or.tor..
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Metal Ig-Rx^ltisa :

O*' *T;<

C«a8< ©an bo sintered above 175o”C observed without distortion, but the presence of 5 nol percent oxide will cause distort!on and slumping even at 1650*C. Aside from lowering of melting point, the presence of oxide does not affeet the quality of the crucible as far as is known now. It is conceivable that oxide or carbide impurities in tho crucibles may be attacked more readl- ly than the pur© sulfide and initiate attack under conditions where a pure crucible would not be attacked. This has been shown to bo true under sons conditions for CoS crucibles and has been indicated as a possibility for the various thorium sulfides, but crucibles have held up so well even wb-n containing oxide impurities that no evidence is available as to whether the oxide impurity causes trouble. Oxide impurity can not be removed from the Cos&* by heating and can be avoided only by using oxide free startins mat or lais • •

It has been shown above that metal imparities in the C©aS> used to prepare CeS do not cause much trouble and that the contribution to Ce>S< Vipuritios does not seem to be troublesome aside from possibility of contamination of a remelt• A CsaS_- crucible will be affected much more by those Impurities since tnere is only partial removal of soditjn and magnesium and practically none of calcium during the sintering co that the impurities may be very high- Heating Ce^S© as received for 2o ■inutes at 1725*C observed produces a 2.4^ Joss In weight due to vaporisation of the sodium and magnesium sulfide Impurities. The sodium and magnesium sulfides or© volatile due to the reactions SaaS(s) w 2Bn(g) ♦ 3(g) and MgS(s) « >'{<g) * S(g>. If *11 the aw tai is counted ae cerium, the analysis changes from s/Ce = 1*55 fco 3/C© w 1.30 as a result of the heating. IF sodium aulftd« is analysed as a cerium sulfido, S/Ce = 3.0. If magnesium sulfide is analysed as a cerium sulfide, S/Ce= 5.8. Prom the loss of weight and change Ln analysis of the Coz'l3, the composition of tho sublimate is 3/Ce * 3.8. Since bot» sulfur is lost as a result of the reaction 3Ce*3j = 2CosS<«. + 3(g), it is seen that the sublimate is largely sodltur which can be chocked by analysis of the sublimate. However, the impurities will be troublesome only in as far as they contaminate the melt. If contamination Is serious, the Impurities con be ellslnatel b; using a purer CeOz starting material. The ordinary connerclal grade of CeOs has several percent of sodium, magnesium, and calcium. Magnesium is a somewhat undesirable imparity during the conversion of oxide to sulfide since it is meh more difficult to convert MgO to EgS than it la to convert sodium, calcium, or cerium oxldoa. Therefore the presence of raagnoslum rar.kes It somewhat more difficult to re- move the last traces of oxygen d’trlng the conversion to sulfide. If these impurities are to bo avoided, pure CeO* is available from tho Lindsay Light and Chemical Co., Uest Chicago, Illinois, or from Rohe and teas, Fhilndolphli, °«in.
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C3(g) ♦ Ha(p) !L, T lo «t lo.rj-K.(S)

I 
I

(1)
(a)

C3a(g) ♦ 2H«(<) 

C8a(g) ♦ Bals)

sac.

• The foil owing calculations glvo n. The figures given are baaed on The Thermodynamic Properties of

» C(s) ♦ 2HaS(g), Ki s 1800 at 1OOO°K. 
s C8(g) ♦ HaS(g), Ka ■ 200 at lO0O°K.

* Cfs) ♦ Ua3'’l f

Carbon Impurity.
Carbon Impurity is even more serious for CeaSs than for C03&4. since 240 volumes of CS are given off per volume of CeaSs for completion of reaction at 17O0*C and the reaction will go further to completion with the higher sulfide. Very serious blistering Is obtained when CeaSs containing 0.5% carbon is used to prepare CeaSs crucibles. Also the presence of carbon means that CS gas will ba escaping from the crucible during use and it may cause contamination of the melt.
If carbon free CeaSs la not available and It la deaired to prepare either CeaSs or CesS*. crucibles, the CeaSs may bo vacuum heated to allow the reaction CeaSs ♦ C s 3/5 CesS< 4 1/5 CeCa * 3/5 CS(g) to go to completion to use up all the carbon. The material must be heated above its melting point to obtain complete reaction within an hour. After conversion of the carbon to carbide, the CeaSs may then be used to prepare CeaSs or CesSa. crucibles without blistering troubles since CeCa does not react with CeaSs at sintering temperatures • However, the vacuum heating Is a very troublesome operation since it must bo done carefully or the CeaSs will bo sprayed out of the crucible by the escaping gas and It is sn unnecessary operation if CeaSs can bo obtained which is low in carbon. The CeaSs should have considerably less than 0.2% carbon to be used for CeaSs crucibles.
Carbon Is introduced Into the CeaSs during the conversion from oxide by one of two methods. The container used is made of graphite or carbon and due to attack by the sulfur gases, there is some disintegration of the container which Introduces carbon powder into the C02S3. However, this should not be serious since the CeaSs prepared here has always contained less than 0.1% carbon and with tho small samples prepared here, the chance of contamination from the container would bo much more likely than with the large charges used for large scale production. Ihe other method of introduction of carbon Is by me of _CSa instead of Ha8 to convert the oxide to sulfide. ■“ “the reason for carbon deposition the data given in CC-1334, •Common Oases* •
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used 1 below--- - --- -- ___CeeSOa ♦ 2 HaO ♦ 1/2 S?. 1   ' _action with little'carbon attack.

Equal amounts of CS and HaS are formed by reaction (2). Thus It is easily seen that the CS will be reduced by hydrogen at pressures greater than 0.1 atmospheres • Reference to ths entropy values given in CC-1334 shews that CS2 can be reduced by hydrogen to carbon at all temperatures and carbon deposition can be pre- vanted only if CS is not reduced. Therefore, at 1OOO*H. or 700 C, CSz should be comp?.etely reduced to solid carbon if the hydrogen pressure Is greater than 0-1 .' tmospheres.
At higher temperatures, higher pressures of hydrogen can be allowed without carbon deposition due to the Increased stability of CS. The temperature would have to be over 900-100CrC before a hydrogen partial pressure approaching an atmosphere could bo used with CSa without carbon deposition.
Therefore if CSa ‘nd Ha arc passed through the apparatus while It is heating up or while It Is cooling d<m. carbon will be deposited from temperatures somevhot below 1OOO*C to temperatures low enough for the roaetlcn rate to be alow. To avoid carbon deposition, CSa must not be passed through the apparatus unless the temperature Is at least 1000®C. It is possible to obtain CeaSe which is both free of o.:ygen and carbon, for preparations have been made here which contained less than O.l/o oxygen or carbon. These preparations were made by the action of HaS on CeOa In a graphite apparatus at about 13OO*C.
The use of CSa has several advantages over HaS. CSa is easier to dry and handle, it carries more sulfur per gaseous volume, and It does not attack carbon as extensively as does HaS. In both cases, CS appears to be the intermediate reactant at high temperatures due to the reactions CSa ♦ C = 2 CS and HaS ♦ C » C8 ♦ Ha» It can be seen that HaS uses up twice as muchcarbon as does CSa per gram atom of sulfur. When the apparatusis at maximum temperature, the net reactions are

2 CeOa * 3/2 CSa ♦ 5/2 C = CeaS3 ♦ 4 Co and2 CeOa ♦ 3 HaS ♦ 4 C « CeaS3 ♦ 4 CO ♦ 3 Ha
At lower temperatures, especially at the beginning of the reaction, HaO and Sa are also products of the reaction with less carbon being up. For example with HaS, the net reaction at temperatures r 1000*0 for the first stage of the reaction Is 2 CeOa ♦ 2 HaS « __ ___> Since Ha3 can be used at a lower temperature ~ than CSa + Ha, HaS can be used for the first stage of the reaction with little earban attack. Thus the difference in the behavior of HaS and CSa !■ not important if the CSa is used properly.

At this group, the HaS is dried by P2O5. The PgOg la packed in a drying tube with a sealed-in porous glass filter on the side towards the apparatus to prevent the carrying of P2°5. dust into the apparatus. If the HaS available contains excessive amounts of water, it can be first dried by a less efficient drying agent such as alumina to remove most of the water •
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C. Oxygen Impurity.

Thorium Sulf idea.IV.
Metallic Impurities.

Carbon Impurity.B.
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Ab pointed out tlon should be as free percent.

Since quite is experienced with
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amounts of Bo* Mg* .and Ca ths pre’ dlfflcu

■ore effective use of CSa can be obtained by using a    > If no hydrogen 1c present* the7 * 2_ __2 2 1_  > Hydrogen can be used if the

1

IAll thorium sulfides made to date have been made from ThSa prepared here which has had less than 0.05% carbon and no trouble has been experienced with carbon. If ThSa containing
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carrier gas other than Ua-CSj will not be reduced to carbon.  partial pressure of the CSa i« increased by warming the liquid CSa ao that the pressure of CSa is greater than that of the hydrogen.

i-xKr.

abovo* CeaSa to be used for CeS prepare- of oxide as possible down to 1 to 2 atomic The effect of oxide upon CeaSa crucibles is practically ' identical with the effect upon Co^S^. crucibles described above* and the oxide content should be kept low. This is done by treatment at a high enough temperature for a long enough time with CSa or HaS or both. The oxide impurity is not removed by vacuum beating of CeaSa*

Helium would be a satisfactory carrier gas which Is cheap and easily purified. Also HaS would be a satisfactory carrier. If the CSs la warm so that most of the sulfur comes from the CSa* the amount of HaS required would not be largo and it could be easily dried by P2O5. HaS would be much better than Ha because It would not have any reducing action. With no H« present* there Is little chance of CSa decomposing to give much carbon. For example, at 500°C.* the Sa partial pressure would have to be less than 8% of the CSa pressure to allow decomposition of CS< to carbon and at higher temperatures the increased stability of CS prevents carbon deposition. So it can bo eeen that much la to be gained by substitution of another gas In place of Ha as carrier for CSa. In any case using either HaS or CSa* there la danger of carbon deposition If part of the apparatus is considerably below 1000sC when the entering gases pass through a region hotter than 1000*C* for the CO and CS formed In the hot region may dle- proport lonat< Thia la easl- la known of the effect
;e in the cold region to give carbon and COa or CSa. lly prevented by proper design of apparatus • Mo thing 2  —2—j of silicon.

re TbOa 1« readily available* no trouble treduction of metallic Impurities from the starting oxide material. Thorium metal some times contains email  ‘ v», but these are largely removed duringeratlon of the sulfides and are not likely to ccuso any ties •
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0.2—O.S% earton la used* the same dlffieultlM that were described In the ease of the cerium sulfides would toe experienced with the thorium sulfides. The thorium metal being used to reduce ThSa eon tains appreciable amounts of incluslonswhich may contain carbides as well as nitrides and oxides. elusions are found apparently intact in the sulfides toy use of the metal* but no experiments have been perfori tost their effect upon the performance of the crucibles.
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These inprepared formed to

Oxide Impurity.
Oxygen Is a a er loos lamurlty in the preparation of thorium sulfides since it is difficult to obtain oxide free metal and it is not as easy to remove oxygen during the pre

paration as it is in the case of CeS. ThSa whlqh contains less than 1 atomic percent Of oxygen has been prepared here by the action of 11 aS upon ThOa at 15t>O*C in a carbon apparatus. If oxide free ThS could bo prepared* then oxide free ThgSy and and ThsSs would be easily made by mixing the ThSa and ThS.

4 /.'n

All of the ThS preparations to date have contained at least 10% of a residue insoluble in acid which chows up microscopically as a separate phase. This residue appears to coms from the octal used in the reduction and le undoubtedly largely oxide although It may contain nitride and carbide. Excess thorium metal can not bo used to reduce the ThOs to gaseous ThO as In the ease of CoS because thorium is so non-wolatile even at 2200*0 (10“® atm.) that the excess thorium metal can not be re
moved by vaporisation* and «t has been shown that the presence of excess thorium motel makes the ThS crucibles such loss suitable as containers for remelting. Experiments are In progress now to remove the oxide by adding excess cerium metal to a mixture of ThSa * Th and distilling off the excess cerium at 22oif K as in the ease of CeS. Preliminary resul ts have indicated that oxide is removed and it might be possible to prepare oxide free ThS by thio method. Because of the large demand for ceriusi sulfide crucibles* it has not been possible to do such work on the thorium sulfide crucibles. As soon as ths large scale CoS crucible production has been taken over* more extensive work on the thorium sulfides is planned. ThS* in particular* appears very promising for certain purposee. It is the most stable* least volatile* and highest melting of the sulfides and oan be used for metal re- meXting at temperatures as high as 2ooo*C.

In Sulfide Report XVII (CT-241S) * it was Shown that crucibles made of CeS containing appreciable amounts of oxy-eulflde impurity wore not satisfactory containers far metal reductions while pure CeS crucibles were satisfactory containers. Tbs experiments have been repeated with thorium sulfide crucibles and ThS*0.221110a crucibles were found to be eatisfactory containers ’ for the preparation of ceriusi metal by reduction of cerium chloride

jr i -
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by calcium. Procs these beats* it appears that oxide impurity does not have the serious afreet upon TbS that it does upon CoS. Also experiments have shown that uranium can be basted in TbS*0.22Th0at crucibles at 19oo*C for Ions periods of time vlth no detoetable attack of the crucible. Clean insets are obtained which break cleanly from the crucible.

TbS
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There are four thorium •ulfide phases below TbS*. with Ba Cl crystal structure apparently has no appreciable range of solid solubility and smite above 2Soo*C. Th>S> also appears 
to have no appreciable range of a olid solubility and melts around 20qg*C. The eutectic between ThS and ThsS» la al about 1900*0. TheSy welts at about 1800 to 19oo*C and apparently has a range of solid solubility from ThS1-7 to ThSj.g. TbS* melts at 19O6«C and apparently has a range of solid solubility down to Th&i 9. The eutectic between the Th^Sy and the ThS* phnaeo is around 1809- 1850*C. When oxygen is present in the ThS. it appears to always exist as a • epara to TbO* phase. Oxide in ThS* is found as a separate ThOS phase. In Th*S>* probably only ThO* will be found while both ThGS and TbO* nay bo found in ThaSy. It is doubtful whether divalent or trl-mlent oxysulfides will be found with purs 
thorium but addition of enough cerium should stabilise a mixed thorlun-cerl.ua M*£O*.

From the above results and ths other promising properties of ThS* further work on the development of TbS crucibles appears very worthwhile and pure oxide-free ThS may prove to be oven more promising than icpure ThS being used at prosent •
In CX-1714 * a preliminary phase diagram of the thorium •ulfide ays ten based on the X-ray work of Strotaer und ZuaAmach* Z. anorg a 11g Chew 247* 415 (1941) was given. Dr. Zacharlasan bas examined thorium' "sulfides of a wide range of compositions and bas shown tbs Gertsan work to bo In error. His results were ■11—srlaed in Sulfide Report XVI (CT-2291). Additional date has been obtained on some of the temperature points and our ; knowledge is eummsrisod bore. Tho temperatures are a til uncertain and insufficient points have been studied to draw a reliable phase diagram.
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